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NATIONAL DEBT OF UNITED STATES

$20,446,131,495,881

Includes Intragovernmental Holdings and allowance of one day delay in banks reporting to treasury

Source: USA Gov. Note, you may see our USA debt clock jump. To give you the most accurate live figures, we are continually monitoring the situation and manually adding the new lump sums of government debt.

$20 Trillion and Counting
What types of contracts are efficient, cost effective, bridges new partnerships, and can be used to improve public preparedness and response?
- Commercial Firms
- New R&D Players
- Consortia
- Corporations that never held a government contract

Companies on the cutting edge of technology
- Joint Decision Making
- Team
- Accountability
Joint Decision Making

- Interrogate Risks
- Assess Progress
- Agree on Next Steps
- Universities
- Nonprofit Organizations
- Large Businesses
- Small Businesses
Team
Accountability
Offerors IP Concerns

- Ensure IP for Mission
- Respect and Protect IP
- Identify IP Vs License deliverables
- Creative IP solutions
Offerors IP Concerns

1. Ensure IP for the Mission
   - Meet the need

2. Respect and Protect IP
   - Valuable intangible property
   - Maintain assurance that IP rights are exclusive

3. IP Vs License Deliverables
   - Identify IP issues early
   - Identify mutually agreeable terms
   - Identify IP Vs License rights
Offerors IP Concerns

4. Identify IP
   Vs
License Deliverables

- Creative IP Solutions
- No One size fits all
- Scientific solution w/limited regulations
- Delivery of technical data necessary to the mission
Cost Share

**Allowable Cost Share**
- Cash Contributions
- In-Kind Contributions
- Third party
- Commercial Software

**Unallowable Cost Share**
- Patent Cost
- Copyrighted Material
- Developing Software
- Funding from another Gov’t Agency
Questions?